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Abstract

In this paper, we outline a data driven approach to
mixed initiative dialogue in acoustic user interfaces
to databases. We present the knowledge sources that
our dialogue planning algorithm needs: the dialogue
model, the dialogue history, and the application de-
scription. Further, we discuss how the notions of
taking, keeping, giving, and relinquishing the turn
are reflected in our approach and how to combine
these notions with the knowledge sources in order to
decide on an appropriate strategy for the dialogue
and to achieve a mixed initiative type of dialogue in
which the user is able take the initiative and change
the direction of the dialogue.

1 Introduction
We outline a data driven approach to mixed initia-
tive dialogue in acoustic user interfaces to databases.
First, we present the knowledge sources that our dia-
logue planning algorithm needs: the dialogue model,
the dialogue history, and the application description.
In our data driven approach to dialogue planning, an
application description defines the data needs, while a
sophisticated dialogue history provides the context in
which the dialogue manager plans a dialogue between
an application and its user. From a model of informa-
tion retrieval dialogue, a dialogue planner generates
hypotheses for the next step of a dialogue. These are
evaluated with respect to the current state of the dia-
logue history and the application’s data needs and the
highest scoring hypotheses are combined with the data
needs into dialogue plans predicting potential user or
system activity.

Further, we discuss how the notions of taking, keep-
ing, giving, and relinquishing the turn are reflected in
our approach and how to combine these notions with
the knowledge sources in order to decide on a strat-
egy for the dialogue and to achieve a mixed initiative
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type of dialogue in which the user is able to take the
initiative and change the direction of the dialogue.

The research described here was developed in co-
operation with the speech processing group at NN. In
our current project, TESADIS, we aim at developing
a generic tool in which a designer can easily build a
telephone interface to an application database, and an
intgral part of this project is to develop an applica-
tion independent mixed initiative data driven dialogue
manager. All the examples in this paper are taken
from one of TESADIS’ test domains--a dialogue system
that customers can call and ask questions about the
cost of telephone calls between various places at vari-
ous times.

2 The knowledge sources

2.1 The dialogue model

In Figure 1, we present a simplified version of our
speech act oriented dialogue model. (See (Sitter 
Stein 1992) for a detailed discussion.) We chose 
work with this model instead of one of the many
other excellent models of dialogue that have been pro-
posed over the years, e.g., (Bilange 1991; Fawcett,
van der Mije, & van Wissen 1988; O’Donnell 1990;
Traum & Hinkelman 1992), since we were already fa-
miliar with its workings. In our model, a dialogue is
decomposed into a sequence of dialogue cycles, which
consist of sequences of dialogue moves (e.g., Offer +
Accept + Withdraw Offer = a cycle). 1 The dialogue
moves are further decomposed into sequences of atomic
acts, moves (Assert), and (sub-)dialogues (e.g., Re-
quest(K,S) --+ request(K,S), Dialogue(S,K)). Each 
stituent has two parameters for which we choose the
names S and K--representing information seeker and
information knower. The first parameter represents
the initiator, or speaker, of a particular constituent,
the second the hearer. The initiator of a Dialogue

1in the text we often leave out the parameters in order
to enhance readability.
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is assigned the information seeker role, hence the pa-
rameters define which moves are open to information
seeker and knower at any point of a dialogue. Dur-
ing execution, the parameters are instantiated to ei-
ther ’user’ or ’system’, i.e., if we start the grammar
with Dialogue(user,system), the user would be assigned
the seeker role, and hence at the top level, only seeker
moves would be open to her, e.g., Request, Evaluate,
Withdraw request, and conversely, Offer, Promise, In-
form, Reject request, etc. would be open to the system.
In every move, however, the hearer can initiate a sub-
dialogue and within this sub-dialogue, the hearer’s role
changes from knower to seeker, since it is initiated by
the hearer. Hence the hearer of a dialogue has ac-
cess to seeker moves through the initiation of a sub-
dialogue. The recursive representation of a dialogue
together with role switching enables our model to ac-
count for mixed initiative dialogues, where both infor-
mation seeker and information knower can employ for
instance, retraction, correction, and clarification tac-
tics.

The presentation in Figure 1 is simplified in the sense
that we only present selected dialogue moves in de-
tail, i.e., Request, Offer. Inform, and Assert, since all
the other dialogue moves have the same structure as
Request or Offer. (One only has to exchange the la-
bels. For instance, exchanging Offer for Promise yields
the rule Promise(K,S) --~ promise(K,S), Dialogue(S,K).)
In Figure 1, we use the following notation: Dialogue
moves begin with an upper case (e.g., Request), while
dialogue acts are all lower case (e.g., request). Moves
in square brackets ([]) are optional and (X)+ means
one or more instances of constiuent X.

2.2 The dialogue history

From the above grammar description, a tree-like
dialogue history (or parse tree) is dynamically con-
structed as a dialogue develops. Consider the following
sample dialogue:

Sample dialogue 1
A. Sys: Where do you want to call? (request)
B. Usr: I want to call Hamburg. (inform)
C. Sys: Did you say Homburg? (request)
D. Usr: No. Hamburg. (inform, inform)
E. Sys: Oh, sorry. You said Hamburg? (assert, inform)
F. Usr: Yes. (inform)
G. Sys: At what time? (request)
H. Usr: In the afternoon. (inform)
I. Sys: Before or after 3 o’clock. (request)

The dialogue history in Figure 2 incorporates turns
A-G. Due to space restrictions, the notation in Fig-
ure 2 is simplified as follows: R/r = R/request, P/p =
P/promise, I/i = I/inform, etc. Only one parameter--
the initiator--is included, since the second parameter

Dialogue(S,K)
Cycle(S,K) --~
Cycle(S,K) 
Cycle(S,K) --~
Cycle(S,K) 
Cycle(S,K) --~
Cycle(S,K) --~
Cycle(S,K) --~
Cycle(S,K) --~
Cycle(S,K) 
Cycle(S,K) --~
Request(S,K).

--~ (Cycle(S,K))+

Request(S,K),Promise(K,S),lnform (K,S),Evaluate(S,K).
Request(S,K),[Promise(K,S)] ,Withd rawReq uest (S,K).
Req uest(S,K),Promise(K,S),WlthdrawPromise(K,S).
Request(S,K),RejectRequest(K,S).
Offer(K,S),Accept(S,K),lnform(K,S),Evaluate(S,K).
Offer(K,S),[Accept(S,K)],WithdrawOffer(K,S).
Offer(K,S),Accept(S,K) ,Withd rawAccept(S,K).
Offer(K,S),RejectOfer(S,K).
Withdraw(user,system).
Withd raw(system,user).

Request(S,K) ~ request(S,K),[Dialogue(K,S)].
Request(S,K) --> request(S,K),[Assert(S,K)].
Request(S,K) --> Dialogue(K,S).
Request(S,K) -+ Assert(S,K),[request(S,K)].
Request(S,K) ~ Assert(S,K),[Dialogue(K,S)].
request(S,K).
Offer(K,S).
Offer(K,S) --~ offer(K,S),[Dialogue(S,K)].
Offer(K,S) --~ ofer(K,S),[Assert(K,S)].
Offer(K,S) --,~ Dialogue(S,K).
Offer(K,S) ~ Assert(K,S),[offer(K,S)].
Offer(K,S) --~ Assert(K,S),[Dialogue(S,K)].
offer(K,S).
Inform(K,S) --~ inform(K,S),[Dialogue(S,K)].
Assert(user,system) -+ assert(user,system),[Dialogue(system,user)].
Assert(system,user) --~ assert(system,user),[Dialogue(system,user)].

Figure 1: A simplified grammar representation of the
dialogue model in pseudo-Prolog syntax.

is a function the first. The parameters are shown in-
stantiated: u = user and s = system. Finally, since
acts are always performed by the same participant as
the parent move, we omit their parameter.

2.3 Continuations of a dialogue

The dialogue model defines all the possible continua-
tions of a dialogue, while the dialogue history defines
the context in which to calculate continuations. For
instance, after utterance A in sample dialogue 1, the
last node in the dialogue history is the leftmost request
in Figure 2. From the dialogue model, we see that this
request can be followed by Dialogue, Assert, Promise,
Withdraw Request, or Reject Request. If we look an-
other step forward, a Dialogue expands into cycles, i.e.,
is followed by Request, Offer, or Withdraw. The next
step of Assert is assert. Promise can be empty, i.e.,
the next move would be Inform, or followed by promise,
Dialogue, or Assert.

Since the model is cyclic and recursive, one has to
determine how many steps to look forward, otherwise
the expansion procedure would continue indefinitely.
(See (Hagen & Stein 1996) for how to determine 
number of steps.) If in our current example, the num-
ber of steps is set to three, the system would generate
about 50 continuations, some of which we list below.
Dialogue(user,system), Request(user,system), request(user,system)
Dialogue(user,system), Request(user,system), Dialogue(system,user)
Dialogue(user,system), Request(user,system), Assert(user,system)
Dialogue(user,system), Request(user,system), Promise(system,user)
Dialogue(user,system), Request(user,system), RejectRequest(system,user)
Dialogue(user,system), Request(user,system),Withd rawReq uest(user,system)
Dialogue(user,system), Offer(system,user), ofer(system,user)
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Figure 2: A dialogue history. Notation: R/r : R/re-
quest, P/p = P/promise, I/i : I/inform, As/as : As/as-
sert, etc. Parameter values: u = user and s = system.

Dialogue(user,systern), Wit hdraw(user,systern)
Dialogue(user,systern), Withdraw(user,system), withdraw(user,system)
Dialogue(user,system), Withdraw(user,system), Dialogue(systern,user)
Dialogue(user,system), Withdraw(user,system), Assert(user,systern)
Dialogue(user,systern), Withdraw(system,user)
Assert(system,user), assert(systern,user), Dialogue(user,systern)
Assert(system,user), assert(system,user), Promise(system,user)
Promise(user,system), Inform(user,system), inform(user,system)
Prornise(user,systern),WithdrawReq uest(systern,user),wthd Req(systern,user)
Prornise( user,system ),With drawPrornise( user ,systern ),wthd Prorn ( user ,systern 
Promise(user,system), prornise(user,systern), Dialogue(system,user)
Prornise(user,systern), prornise(user,system), Assert(user,system)
Promise(user,system), promise(user,system), Inform(user,system)
Promise(user,system), promise(user,system), WithdrawRequest(systern,user)
Promise(user,system), promise(user,system), WithdrawPromise(user,systern)
Promise(user,system), Assert(user,system), assert(user,system)

The set of continuations contains all theoretically pos-
sible continuations of a dialogue, but in practice we,
can discard most of them (see (Hagen & Stein 1996)).
Those that are not discarded are evaluated with re-
spect to the current state of the dialogue and the data
gathered so far and transformed into hypotheses that
are furhter linked to communicative goals (see Sec-
tion 3).

2.4 The application description

In order to achieve a structured and coherent dialogue,
we assume the existence of an application description
that facilitates choosing of a topic for system utter-
ances and prediction of potential user responses. The
application description describes the tasks solvable by
a given application (A similar hierarchical structure
was presented in (Caminero-Gil et al. 1996) for the do-
main of e-mail assistance.) and in particular, it defines
the parameters needed to solve a task together with
constraints on and between them. The information is
organized hierarchically and as one moves down in the

TESADIS

price erMinut ¯ totalCos~

zone /~ s 7~me dura, lon endT1me

source destination AM PM

ge o-~am i~at e~c onf irm

Figure 3: A simplified version of the application de-
scription for the TESADIS telephone rate inquiry sys-
tem. Notation: U = logical AND, V = logical OR,
solid line = obligatory information.

hierarchy, the information becomes more specific. Fur-
ther, it discriminates between obligatory and optional
parameters and defines alternative ways of describing
parameters.

A simplified version of the description used for the
telephone rate inquiry application in TESADIS is shown
in Figure 3. We interpret this structure as follows:
TESADIS can solve two types of tasks: pricePerMinute
and totalCost of a call. The task pricePerMinute
has the obligatory parameters startTime and either
zone or source and destination, confirm is an
artefact of dialogue systems, since speech recognizers
are known not to deliver perfect recognition, hence
confirm is a child of every node, but for simplicity
only shown as a child of destination, source and
destination might need to be geographically disam-
biguated, startTime must be further specified as AM
or PM. Neither task has any optional parameters.

A node can be in one of three states: Open/closed
nodes are nodes for which the system has/has not
aquired a confirmed value. Topic nodes are nodes for
which the system has requested values or nodes for
which the user provided a value. Changing from one
state to another is controlled as follows.

¯ Initially all nodes are open.

¯ Nodes that provide content to a communicative goal
or user intention (see below) become topic nodes.

¯ A high recogniton score leads to closing of the as-
sociated node.

¯ A high recognition score on a positive answer to
a ’aquire confirmation’ goal leads to closing of the
parent and the associated confirm.

¯ A low recognition score on a positive answer to a
’aquire confirmation’ goal makes the parent and the
associated confirm topic nodes.

¯ A negative answer to a ’aquire confirmation’ goal
leads to opening of the parent and the associated
confirm node.

¯ All ored siblings of a closed node are also closed.
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¯ All ored higher siblings of a node (e.g., zone is a
higher sibling of destination) are also closed.

¯ Closing of an ored child implies closing of the parent.
¯ The data might imply closing of a node, e.g.,

if a value cannot be geographically ambiguous,
geo-disambiguate is closed.

2.5 Data requirements

We assume that the following data are available to
the system: the technical state of the system, (e.g.,
whether the database is reachable or not), the state of
each node in the application description (open, closed,
topic node), recognized data (e.g., destination =
Frankfurt), the recogniton score associated with each
recognized datum (e.g., high, low), and knowledge of
previous misrecognitions. Further, the system’s com-
municative goals are derived from the applicaiton de-
scription, e.g., aquire task, aquire destination, aquire
source, aquire confirmation of destination, aquire dis-
ambiguation of destination, provide answer to query.
Correspondingly, the user’s communicative goals or
’intentions are derived from these goals, e.g., provide
task, provide destination, provide source, etc. The text
generation system needs knowledge about intentions
and communicative goals that previously failed.

3 Planning for mixed initiative

In this section, we discuss how the notions of taking,
keeping, giving, and relinquishing the turn are reflected
in our approach and how to combine the knowledge
sources with these these notions in order to decide on
an appropriate strategy for the dialogue and to achieve
a mixed initiative type of dialogue.

3.1 Taking, keeping, and giving the turn

The system must be able not only to take the turn, but
also to keep it and produce utterances with more than
one communicative goal. Similarly the system must
be able to understand situations in which the user is
familiar with the domain and knows which parameters
the system needs and thus keeps the turn and provides
more information than asked for.

We link the complexity of an utterance to the notion
of keeping the turn in a dialogue and to the number
of communicative goals in an utterance. We define a
simple hypothesis to be a continuation that contains
exactly one act. Every hypothesis has one or more
communicative goals associated with it, whose type is
defined by the hypothesis’ act, e.g., request produces
goals for aquiring information, inform for giving infor-
mation, and assert for giving additional information.
The content of a communicative goal depends one the
state of the dialogue and the data gathered so far. A

complex hypothesis is a combination of several simple
hypotheses, i.e., a complex hypothesis implies several
communicative goals.

We assume that the following three assumptions
hold: Saying one thing implies taking the turn
and conversely, taking the turn implies saying one
thing. Not saying anything when expected implies
relinquishing the turn and conversely, relinquishing
the turn implies not saying anything when expected.
Saying more than one thing implies keeping the
turn and conversely, keeping the turn implies saying
more than one thing. 2 If we further assume that
"a thing" is a communicative goal, we can rephrase
the above assumptions in terms of hypotheses and acts:

1 comm. goal =~ 1 act ~=~ take + give turn
2 comm. goals =~ 2 acts ~ take + keep + give turn
n comm. goals =~ n acts ¢=~ take + keep(n-l) + give turn

The two sample dialogues below show how the
notion of keeping the turn can affect a dialogue.
Sample dialogue 2 is representative of a system that
can produce and understand take ÷ keep* ÷ give
type utterances, while sample dialogue 3 shows what
sample dialogue 2 could look like if the speakers were
not allowed to keep the turn, i.e., the system can only
produce and understand take ÷ give type utterances.
We see that a dialogue feels more natural and can be
more efficient if the system is able to convey several
of its information needs in one utterance and if it can
understand complex user utterances with more than
one communicative goal.

Sample dialogue 2
A. Sys: Do you want the rate or the total cost of a call?
B. Usr: The rate of a call to Frankfurt, please.
C. Sys: Do you want the rate of a call to Frankfurt am

Main or Frankfurt an der Oder?
D. Usr: Am Main.

Sample dialogue 3
A. Sys: Do you want the rate or the total cost of a call?
B. Usr: The rate of a call to Frankfurt, please.
C. Sys: Do you want the rate of a call?
D. Usr: Yes, to Frankfurt, please.
E. Sys: What is the destination of your call?
F. Usr: Frankfurt!
G. Sys: Is the destination of your call Frankfurt?
H. Usr: Yes!!
I. Sys: Do you want Frankfurt am Main or Frankfurt

an der Oder?
J. Usr: FRANKFURT AM MAAAAIIIN!!

In information retrieval dialogues two types of utter-
ances dominate--utterances whose goals are aquiring
information and providing information. In our dia-

2These assumptions only hold for a strictly acoustic in-
terface. In human-human conversation, for instance, body
language is often used instead of speech.
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logue model, aquiring information is modelled as Re-
quest, while providing information is modelled as In-
form and in the remainder of this section we will show
some examples of how to produce and understand com-
plex Request and Inform moves of the take + keep* +
give kind.

Some examples First, we show how to predict a
complex answer to a question from the system. In sam-
ple dialogue 1, utterance A consists of a single commu-
nicative goal, ’aquire destination’ i.e., the utterance
corresponds to a single hypothesis and consequently
there is only one "open end" (start node) in the di-
alogue history from which to generate hypotheses for
how the user might respond--the leftmost request in
Figure 2. The application description is instrumental
for deciding how many communicative goals for which
to prepare and for assigning content to these. Below
we list the heuristics we use to decide which nodes to
consider. Nodes that provided content to a preceeding
system request are called topic nodes. At the start of
a dialogue the root is the topic node (tesadis).

¯ the topic node itself, (direct answer to question)
¯ if the topic node is the root, all task and parameter

nodes, i.e., pricePerMinute, totalCost, zone,
source, destination, startTime, duration,
endTime

¯ if the topic node is a task node, the param-
eter nodes, i.e., zone, source, destination,
startTime, duration, endTime

¯ all open nodes above a topic node
¯ all open anded siblings of a topic node

Empirical work will show whether these suffice.
In our current example, the system asked for a pa-

rameter value and the topic node is destination).
Assuming that the task is pricePerMinute (i.e., no
task nodes are open) and that the system does not yet
know any parameter values (i.e., all parameter nodes
are open), source and startTime become candidates.
Hence we predict that the user can pursue up to three
communicative goals in her answer: ’provide destina-
tion’, ’provide source’, and ’provide startTime’. They
correspond to the following inform hypotheses.

( c~:i; (s)
o **R( u) R(s) P(’n) 

start I I / I
node --> r i i i

where? destination source startTime

If the user pursues all three goals, all three hypothe-
ses would be built into the dialogue history (e.g., "I
want to call from Dresden to Hamburg in the after-
noon.". In sample dialogue 1, however, the user only

provides the destination (utterance B = "I want to call
Hamburg."), i.e., only the destination hypothesis is
built into the dialogue history, while the other two are
discarded.

In utterance C, in sample dialogue 1 the system pur-
sues the goal ’aquire confirmation of recognized desti-
nation’ and as above, several hypotheses predicting the
user’s behaviour are calculated:

D(s) . , o ,

Cycle~Cyi-le(s)~ ° . C’ycle (s)

/1\ /i’" ":""
R(s) P(n) R(e) P(u) R(si Piu) ~(u)

I / \ I I
r i D(s) i i

where? hamburg. / \ source startTime
Cycle(s) Cycle (s)

/ * ** *. .. ! ..’< ..
R(s) P(u) I(u) R(s) P(u) ~lu)
I I f

start --> r i i
node Homburg? confirm/ correct

contest destination destination

In this situation there is no one-to-one relation be-
tween hypotheses and communicative goals. We see
that the direct answer to the system’s question can be
the either ’confirm destination’ or ’contest destination
’ + ’correct destination’. As above, the system is pre-
pared for the possiblitiy that the user provides source
and startTirae, since these nodes are still open. (E.g.,
"No", "No, Hamburg.", "No, I want to call Hamburg
from Dresden."). Additionally, disambiguated has
become a candidate for consideration since it is an
anded sibling of confirm. In the current example it
is, however, not interesting, since Homburg is not am-
biguous. If the city had been Frankfurt (E.g., "Yes,
Frankfurt am Main") the system would also have been
prepared to understand the goal ’provide geographical
disambiguation’.

In the above examples, the system utterances and
user replies, contained only one communicative goal
and consequently there is only one open end from
which to generate continuations. If the system pur-
sues several communicative goals in one turn, the user
might answer, contest, or ignore any one of them, i.e.,
in the dialogue history, each goal needs to be mod-
elled as individual hypotheses, each leaving an open
end. Since in our system a communicative goal corre-
sponds to a hypothesis this is achieved automatically.
We illustrate with utterance C from sample dialogue 2.

R(s~u) (S~u)

I / \ / \
r i D(s) i D(e)

rate? rate. ~ Frankfurt. / ~’*% : : .. ,
a(s) P(u) l(u) R(s) P(u) R(s) P(u) 

I I I
start --> r start --> r start --> r
node rate? node Fankfurt node Frankfurt am Main

or an der Oder?
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In this example, the system utterance is the com-
bination of three request hypotheses, whose commu-
nicative goals are: ’aquire confirmation of recognized
task’, ’aquire confirmation of recognized destiantion’
and ’aquire disambiguation of recognized destination’.
Since all three goals are modelled individually, there
are three open ends (start nodes) from which to calcu-
late potential user responses. In this example, we pre-
dict that the user can pursue the following goals: ’con-
firm task’, ’contest task’, ’correct task’, ’confirm des-
tination’, ’contest destination’, ’correct destination’,
’disambiguate destination’.

3.2 Relinquishing the turn

The dialogue system must be able to decide when the
user relinquishes her turn, such that it can take the
turn and continue the dialogue itself. Our system can
deal with two kinds of relinquishing--expected and
unexpected. In sample dialogue 4 below, we illustrate
the two types. Relinquishing the turn in utterance B
is expected, since in utterance A the system provided
some information. Relinquishing the turn in utterance
D, however, is unexpected, since the system asked a
direct question.

Sample dialogue 4
A. Sys: Welcome to TESADIS ...

B. Usr: (No answer)
C. Sys: Do you want the rate or the total cost of a call?
D. Usr: (No answer)

Expected relinquishing of the turn is not reflected
in the dialogue history, while unexpected is, since this
type changes the direction of the dialogue. In the above
sample dialogue, utterance B would not contribute to
the dialogue history, while utterance D would be mod-
elled as a reject request.

In terms of our model of dialogue, we say that differ-
ent communicative goals or dialogue acts build up dif-
ferent expectations for how the dialogue can continue.
Accordingly, we divide the dialogue acts in our model
into neutral and reply expected acts, for instance, after
request and offer the speaker expects a reply, while af-
ter inform and evaluate the speaker’s expectations are
neutral and she is prepared to continue the dialogue
unless the hearer takes the initiative.

The division into neutral and reply expected allows
us to interpret and react to certain identical user re-
sponses differently. For instance, the user can through
keeping quiet expectedly or unexpectedly relinquish
her turn and leave the initiative with the system. If
a reply is expected, not saying anything is considered,
for instance, a reject request that from the system’s
point of view, changes the direction of the dialogue. If
the system’s expectations are neutral, a null utterance

has no effect on how the system continues the dialogue
because it was already prepared to do so. It had, how-
ever, for a short time given the user an opportunity
to take the initiative and hence, in the neutral case, a
non-null utterance would change the direction of the
dialogue.

An example In sample dialogue 4 after the system’s
welcoming message, we see a situation in which the
user is expected to relinquish her turn. An experienced
user might, however, take the turn and, for instance,
say what task she wants solved. Following the method
outlined in Section 3.1, the system would in this situa-
tion be prepared to understand the following commu-
nicative goals from the user: ’provide task’, ’provide
destination’, ’provide source’, and ’provide startTime.
If the user does not say anything, and hence leaves
the initiative with the system, the system would dis-
card these communicative goals and calculate its own
communicative goal, i.e., ’aquire task’.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described the various knowledge
sources that our reasoning algorithms need; the dia-
logue model, the dialogue history, and the application
description. Further we have discussed how to achieve
a mixed initiative dialogue based on these knowledge
sources. Concluding this paper, we summarize the
above results in the following planning algorithm for
data driven mixed initiative dialogue.

Algorithm 1: Dialogue planning()

A. generate system hypotheses
B. choose system hypotheses and transform them into

communicative goals
C. determine whether a user response is expected or un-

expected
D. if a user response is expected then
E. generate follow-up user hypotheses
F. let system speak
G. wait for user response
H. go to Q
I. else if a user response is unexpected then
J. generate unexpected user hypotheses,
K. let system speak
L. wait for user response
M. if negative recognition result then
N. discard all user plans and go to A
O. else if positive recognition result then
P. go to Q
Q. continue dialogue history
R. go to A

End Dialogue planning

In order to ensure that the speech recognition unit
and the speech synthesis unit are co-ordinated, our di-
alogue planning algorithm generates user and system
hypotheses in pairs--a system initiative and a set of
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possible user responses. Our algorithm does not, how-
ever, lead to a typical question-answer (take + give)
system, since a system utterance is not always a ques-
tion (e.g., evaluate) and since after a system utterance,
the user is always allowed to take, keep, or relinquish
the initiative. Since the system is assumed to be coop-
erative, it is not allowed to relinquish its turn explicitly.

The algorithm accomodates the user’s "whims" in
that it considers the user’s utterance a follow-up utter-
ance to the system utterance. Consequently the user
hypotheses are incorporated in the dialogue history af-
ter the system ones and hence, the user hypotheses de-
fine the set of open ends from which to generate new
hypotheses. A user utterance--regardless of expected
or not--always causes an update of the dialogue his-
tory. If the user unexpectedly does not take her turn
(e.g., no utterance), this is also covered by a hypoth-
esis, e.g., reject request, that is built into the dialogue
history. I.e., The algorithm deals with this unexpected
change of direction from the user implicitly, through an
update of the dialogue history. If the user expectedly
does not take the initiative, all user hypotheses are dis-
carded and only the system hypotheses are built into
the dialogue history. In this way, we achieve an al-
gorithm that allows the system to take the initiative
several times in a row.

Taking, keeping, giving and relinquishing the turn
are reflected in the algorithm at the following points:

Step speaker effect on initiative
A system take + keep*
F system give
H user take + keep* +give or relinquish
K system give
M user relinquish
O user take + keep* + give

Whether the system shall keep the initiative or not
depends on the current state of the dialogue, i.e., dia-
logue history and application description. The decision
is made in step B and hence not explicitly modelled in
the algortihm.

4.1 Future work

Our algorithms have been hand tested on two
domains--the telephone inquiry system described here
and a restaurant guide. Hand testing show that our
heuristics produce coherent dialogue, but empirical
testing in a system with real users will provide us the
final evidence whether they are good enough or not.

Although our dialogue manager allows the system
to keep the initiative for a second utterance, our cur-
rent algorithms for automatic choosing of communica-
tive goals for system utterances can only choose one
goal per utterance reliably, hence the keeping ability
is currently not utilized on the system side. Our next

step is to research heuristics for choosing more than
one communicative goal for the system that also result
in a coherent dialogue, such that we achieve dialogues
with, for instance, implicit confirmation of recognized
information as illustrated in sample dialogue 2. The
current dialogues are, however, not as bad as the one
in sample dialogue 3, since the system can understand
additional information from the user. Utterance E, for
instance, could have been replaced by utterance G "Is
the destination of your call Frankfurt", hence one turn
could have been saved.
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